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Chm file app for android

File managers may be a dozen on Android, but Solid Explorer stands out from the pack. With advanced features for managing and browsing your files, both on your phone and remotely, this is our new favorite file manager. Update: Recently, our previous pick ES File Explorer started adding some shade adware to its free version. The paid version ($2.99) is
reportedly still secure, but we decided to update our top menu to reflect this new development. Solid ExplorerPlatform: AndroidPrice: $1.99 after 14-day free trialDownload PageFeaturesBasic file management features: copy, Paste, cut, create, delete, rename, share and send files stored on your SD card or internal memorySelect multiple files at onceBrowse
Collections of photos, music and videos in one placeManage, install and uninstall programs, plus explore file structure within appsOpen, read, extract, and decrypt ZIP, 7ZIP, RAR, and TARManage cloud on Dropbox. Box, OneDrive, Google Drive, Sugarsync, Copy, Mediafire, Owncloud, and YandexAdd more storage options with plugins for Amazo, Mega,
and moreLock access to network locations with passwordUse root access to perform root-only actionsBatch renames large groups of files simultaneously with regular expressions or variablesRemothly access files with FTP, SFTP, WebDav, and SMB/CIFS client Bookmark folders for quick access laterView images and listen to audio with built-in media
playerCast media to your ChromecastCu steaming primary and accent color schemaChoose between light , dark, and black background themesMaterial Design interface Where it covers ExcelsSolid Explorer almost all the beats you would expect from a file manager almost flawlessly. Collections allow you to see all of your photos, music, and videos in one
place. You can connect your cloud storage accounts like Dropbox to manage your files remotely. It also has support for remote access protocols like FTP and you can even use them as a root file manager. Even for advanced users, it packs a punch. Plus, it's beautiful, too. While most file managers stuck a design sometime between 2009 and the stone age,
Solid Explorer makes it a priority to meet Google's Material Design species. You can also customize your themes and colors and even choose between light and dark themes, since there's really no reason why a file manager should blind you. Where it falls short while we prefer to choose a free program when we can, Solid Explorer doesn't fall into that camp.
You can try it for free for two weeks, but after that, you'll need to dole out $2 to keep using it. Plus, the company also charges for a few plugins like Mega, and even offers extra icon packs for more money. It's annoying, but most of the add-ons are free or optional. The upside is that at least you know where Solid Explorer gets its money from. Since our last
choice was drawn adding sketchy adware, we'll call it a mixed blessing, rather than an outright negative. G/O Media can use a CompetitionThe free version of ES File Explorer may have lost our recommendation, but if you don't want to say goodbye, you should at least check ES File Explorer Pro. For $2.99, all the embedded app suggestions and junkware
are removed, and there's no ad. It still has all the bells and whistles we used to keep, including remote file access, ZIP support, and an app manager. Of course, most of the same features in Solid Explorer for $1 are less. FX File Explorer is also a great option for users who like ES File Explorer design but don't want the clutter. The free version covers the
basics of local file management, while you can pay $2.99 to unlock advanced features like cloud or network storage and an app manager. For basic users, the free version gives an edge over Solid Explorer, but advanced users will end up paying slightly more for the big guns. Although, at the time of this writing, FX File Explorer is running a sale, bringing the
price down to $1.99, specifically aimed at court users of ES File Explorer.It's also worth pointing out that if you don't need much of your file manager, Android N will also have you covered. Google has begun building a basic file manager in the system itself. You can copy and move files, rename files and folders, and create new folders all within the system
itself. It's a far cry from the advanced features of other apps on this list, and Android N hasn't even been released yet, but if you're one of the few running the N Preview or reading them in the future of an Android N device, you might not need a full file manager app. File management isn't the sexiest topic around smartphone ownership – but if you're using
your device for productivity, this is an important area to consider. After all, your phone is your on-the-go connection to the world. This is the always available computer of our modern computer era. And whether your work involves presentations, PDFs, documents, or images, you'll find yourself with files on your pocket-size screen sooner or later. However,
with the right tools, handling files from your phone doesn't have to be a problem. And the good news? Android has many outstanding options. It's the best, organized by what they'll help you achieve. The best all-around Android file manager for most business usersFiles through GoogleGoogle's own Files app has come a long way since its unassuming 2017
debut. Nowadays, files are a complete file management tool, with all the basics you'd expect and some compelling extras – all packaged into a nicely designed and easy-to-use interface. At its core, Files makes it painless and almost even pleasant to browse your phone's local storage and find, share, or organize any files you've downloaded or transmitted
on the device. The app lets by folders checking whether items sort by type (documents, images, videos, and so on) and optionally sensitive material in an encrypted and password-protected password protected Folder. It also has an effective search system – as you'd expect, a Google product – and it even provides a convenient way to send any locally
stored files to Google Drive using a few quick taps (though not, curious enough, you actually let browse and interact with your Drive storage or connect non-Google cloud services at all). JR Raphael/IDG Files by Google allows you to browse your phone's local storage and perform a variety of actions on folders and files. Files can also open compressed
archives, though they cannot create new ZIPs. If those kinds of advanced file management features are what you're after — or if you want a more robust all-in-one control center for handling both local and remote storage — the app in the next section will be more suited to you. However, files have an incredibly handy system to free up storage on your phone:
The app constantly analyzes your storage and provides intelligent suggestions for redundant files that you can safely delete - things like duplicates, temporary files, and unusually large items. It works seamlessly with Google Photos and will prompt you to remove local copies of any images or videos already backed up to the cloud. It will even look for apps
you haven't opened in weeks and then suggest you uninstall them to clear space. And if you need to send files to any other Android phone or Chromebook in your physical area, Files has a simple system for wirelessly switching data between devices - but only to other devices where the Files app is actively installed. (If you need to transfer between an
Android phone and a non-Chrome-OS computer or transmission between devices that are not in the same physical location, jump off to the Wireless transfer section of this story for recommendations on both of those fronts.) JR Raphael/IDG Google's Files app helps keep your phone out of storage and makes it super-easy to share files with other devices
where the app is installed. All in all, files by Google are a well-rounded and intuitive file manager that handles all the file management tasks most business users need on a phone. This is a significant upgrade of the default file managers pre-installed on most Android devices, and if you have no special requirements or advanced claims, this is almost certainly
the app for you. Files by Google are free. The best advanced Android File ManagerSolid Explorer File Manager For anyone who needs a little more mobile file management oomph, Solid Explorer is the way to go. Solid Explorer all has the same file manipulation basics as Google's Files app, but adds advanced options like the ability to create new ZIP
archives and even password-protected ZIP collections. It can also integrate with a wide range of Internet-based storage services – including Google Drive along with Dropbox, OneDrive and your own private servers – and then serve as a streamlined interface for managing of your stuff and transferring data between different locations with ease. JR
Raphael/IDG Solid Explorer overflows with advanced options for manipulating files and working with cloud storage. Solid Explorer has a smart two-panel interface for handcill-free drag and drop between locations, too — whether they have two local folders or a combination of local and cloud-based folders of any connected service. All you have to do is turn
your phone sideways for that setup to appear. JR Raphael/IDG Solid Explorer's smart two-panel interface allows you to see two folders together and drag and drop files between them. From variable batch renaming to bookmarking guide and even support for casting content to a TV or other Chromecast built-in display, Solid Explorer is just jam packed with
useful things — and yet it manages to stay pretty simple and easy to use. (It also works exceptionally well on a Chromebook, and once you've bought it for your phone, you can install it on any Chrome OS device without paying again.) The app's advanced elements won't be needed for most people, but if your on-the-go job requires such next-level file
management features, Solid Explorer is the path to pursue. Solid Explorer costs $3 after a 14-day free trial. The best apps to wirelessly transfer filesFiles through Google, Microsoft Your Phone Companion, or Google DriveEver finds that you need to beam a screenshot of your phone to your computer? Or maybe firing a PDF from your laptop to your phone?
This is an area that has become annoyingly complicated of late, but you still have some good (and free) options. You just have to figure out which setup is most suitable for you: If you only work with Android phones or a combination of Android and Chrome OS devices - and if the sending and receiving devices are in the same physical location - the above files
by Google app are the simplest way to go. Just look for the app's Share option, either in the main menu at the bottom of the screen or in the three-line menu icon in the upper-left corner, and follow the steps to establish a direct device-to-device connection. For Android-to-Android file sharing, specifically, Google is also in the midst of deploying a new system-
level Nearby Part feature that works in a similar way, but without the need for the Files app to even be installed. As of now, however, it's only available on a limited number of phones, and it doesn't yet support Chromebooks or any other kind of devices. But it's something to keep an eye on and see if/when it can be useful to you. For transfers between a
Samsung Android phone and a Windows 10 PC, Microsoft's Your Phone Companion app is as good as it gets. The program, along with its desktop-based equivalent, allows you to drag and drop files in er direction - that capability, frustratingly, is currently only available on select Samsung phones (exasperated sighs). This is a good option, if you can use the
catch-all solution for every other way from Android to non-Chrome-OS device transmission is simply Google Drive. It's consistent, reliable and secure, and it's tightly integrated with the rest of the Google (and therefore Android) ecosystem as well. For transfers between your own phone and PC, just install the appropriate Drive backup and Sync app for your
desktop operating system. This lets you sync selected folders from Drive to the computer's local hard drive. Then all you have to do is upload the files from your phone into that folder, using the Android Drive app, and they'll be available in the same folder on the computer in a matter of seconds. To share with a device owned by someone else - say, a
customer or a colleague - tap the file's name in the Drive app on your phone, and then tap the Convert Sharing line in the menu that comes up. This will enable Drive's link sharing feature and automatically copy a link to the file on your system clipboard. You can then send that link to anyone, and they'll be able to view and download the file without logging in
or installing anything. You might see other standalone wireless sharing services on the Google Play Store, but at this point, none of them strike me as reliable, professional and reliable enough — and develop actively enough — to recommend. The best app for automatically syncing foldersAutosync for Google Drive, Autosync for Dropbox, or Autosync for
OneDriveGot specific folders that you want to keep entirely between your phone and the cloud, without any ongoing effort? Autostrial is exactly the program you need. Autosync - available separately for Google Drive, Dropbox, and OneDrive - allows you to pair any folder or range of folders on your phone with corresponding folders in your cloud storage
account. It works just like the background syncing apps that provide those cloud storage services for desktop computers: Once you set up a folder pair, any new files you save to the folder on your phone will automatically be uploaded to the cloud — and any files added online to the associated folders will automatically be downloaded to your phone. (You can
also choose to set up one-way synchronization pairs in either direction, if you'd rather, and you can even create wildcard-based filters to limit synchronization to only certain types of files.) JR Raphael/IDG Once you've set up Autosync, you'll effectively have a shared folder on your phone and your favorite cloud storage service. The Autosync apps are free to
use for a single folder pair and with files that are 10MB or smaller. If you want to remove those restrictions (and remove ad present in the app's configuration utility), you can opt for a $5 Pro upgrade, which unlocks all advanced features, or a $10 Ultimate upgrade, that contributes to the ability to connect with multiple accounts in preferred cloud service. This
article was originally published in April 2018 and most recently updated in September 2020. Copyright © 2020 2020 Communications, Inc. Inc.
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